SHATTERED RELICS OF THE SPANISH FLEET OFF THE CUBAN COAST

Two isolated groups of rusting iron relics rest to-day on the sea bed a mile off the coast of Havana. They are the remains of Admiral Cervera's flagship, the 'Vizcaya,' and another Spanish vessel that went to the bottom 60 years ago.

The ruins, discovered by the Spanish authorities in the spring, lie in the vicinity of the point where Commodore Schley took up his position in the fight with the Spanish fleet in 1898.

The Spanish vessels are not considered lost, but are being salvaged by the Spanish government, which has already begun to recover the old iron bodies.

LONGEVITY AND THE BURLI

Effects of the strains of the L-Territorial Life on the Body

Lemmon, April 11—The British Royal Artillery has found that it takes a lot more strain to keep the men in shape than to train them. The men are now being given a rest from the regular drill, which will be held again next month.

The strain of the L-Territorial Life is not only physical but mental, too. The men are being given a chance to rest and relax before they return to their old duties.

STATESMEN LIVE LONG, BUT POETS DIE YOUNG

Painters, Authors and Men of Science Are Likely to Reach Old Age
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